The CSPCA Awards Program was established by the club in order to recognize those dogs that excel in events and represent the best attributes of our breed in a positive manner, as well as the people that have made positive contributions to the club and breed. You must be a member of the CSPCA to qualify for these awards. The only exception is the Canine Distinguished Service Award, and any dog is eligible to be nominated by a CSPCA member or CSPCA Affiliated club for that award.
Dogs Having Fun Slide Show
The slide show was put together by Paula Perry. We would like to thank everyone that sent photos for the Dogs & Kids presentation.

CSPCA AWARDS PROGRAM 2018
Chairman: Judy Dorough
Assistant: Alice Fix

Agility Awards - Chairman Paula Perry
These awards are in recognition of the top Shar-Pei that have competed in Agility during the past year.

AKC TOP AGILITY CHINESE SHAR-PEI for 2017
CH MACH4 Mikobi’s Got Beef? CDX BN RE MXS2 MJS2 OAP OJP MFG TQX T2B CAA - NP18931602
Owner: Marla Marlow
New Title(s): Master Silver Agility 2 - MXS2 (22 Jan 17)
  Master Silver Jumper 2 - MJS2 (18 Mar 17)
  Master Agility Champion 4 - MACH4 (14 May 17)
  Master Gold FAST - MFG (3 Nov 17)

Tzo Wen N Xin Jin’s Angel Eyes NF - NP3289204
Owner: Rachel Elizabeth Lindberg
New Title(s): Agility FAST Novice - NF (7 Jan 17)

First Awards - Chairman Sarah Beurkens
These awards are for the first Shar-Pei to ever receive this award.

PREFERRED UTILITY DOG
1/28/17 CH Far East I doo Dah VooDoo UDX RE CGC, Bruce & Sandy Coffman NP 28863602

B CAT
5/27/17 Biscuit BN RN NA NAJ NF CAX CGCA, Anne Baker PAL 256159

RALLY INTERMEDIATE
11/11/17 Rickett’s LibertyNJustice Chases RI FDC THDN CGCA TKI, Tina Chase and Sarah Beurkens NP 17494203

TRICK DOG NOVICE
5/12/17 Chases Blast from the Past RN CGCA CGCU TKN, Tina Chase NP 31532603

TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE
7/10/17 GCH CH Chases Stirfry N Fortune Cookies BN RA THDN CGCA CGCU RATN RATI TKI, Tina & Jeff Chase NP 29089801

TRICK DOG ADVANCE
7/10/17 Chases My Jubilee is Gonnabea Star BN RA THD CGCA CGCU RATN RATI TKA, Jarred & Tina Chase NP 23116306

TRICK DOG PERFORMER12/14/17 Rickett’s Opal of Our Eye BN RAE2 NJP CAA FDC THDN CGCA CGCU RATN RATI TKP, Sarah & Lorri Beurkens NP 11829706
FARM DOG CERTIFIED
5/25/17 Chases My Jubilee is Gonnabead Star BN RA THD
CGCA CGCU RATN RATI, Jarred & Tina Chase NP 23116306

ACHEIVER DOG
12/7/17 GCH Timbe's Mississippi Mud Pie CD RE CGC, Lois
Brown & FR Bryan Timby NP 32834202

Futurity/Maturity Encore Award - Chairman
Jocelyn Barker - This award is to recognize any dog that wins its class
in both Futurity and in Maturity the following year.

2016/2017
GCH Stellar What It is To Burn (Iris Gonzalez)
2016 – Best Puppy Bitch Horsecoat
Puppy Bitch Horsecoat 9-12 Months
2017- Maturity Bitch Horsecoat

GCHB Something Special With Flash @ Whiterose (Rosalee
Broguiere & Carol Brudno)
2016- Best Junior Brushcoat Dog
Junior Dog Brushcoat 15 Months & Older
2017- Maturity Dog Brushcoat

Top Bitch & Dog - Chairman- Bonnie Stoney
To promote the exhibition of Chinese Shar-Pei in the Regional Shows,
Specialty Shows and the National Specialty Shows, the points for
these awards are tabulated solely on wins at those shows.

TOP DOG
GCHB Majesty's Legacy Another Easy Masterpiece
Owners: Beth Brown, Alex Gonzalez, Lisa L. Myers, Jan S.
Reed

TOP BITCH (tie)
GCHP Brekkukots Allies With Underdog
Owners: Jeff Mauk, Simone Demirjian Beazly, Susanna
Bjornsson

GCHB Romance's Spice It Up At El Jay
Owner: Judy Welch

Top Dam & Top Sire: Chairman – Bonnie Stoney
To honor the top sire and dam of each year.

TOP PRODUCING SIRE- 2017
GCHB Stonedys The Next Generation
Owner: Bonnie Stoney

TOP PRODUCING DAM- 2017
CH Kaitak Jolerob A Spice Girl
Dawn McNamara, Jan Kolnik, Tim Ball, Joy Bradley
Top Junior Showmanship Awards - Chairman Jan Kolnik. To recognize the top Juniors showing Shar-Pei.

- Western Division: Kaylynn Chapman
- Central Division: 
- Eastern Division: Olivia Blair

Top Over-All Junior: Kaylynn Chapman

Top Obedience & Rally Dog Awards - Chairman Sarah Beurkens. To recognize and reward the top obedience and rally Chinese Shar-Pei and their owners/handlers for their achievements in the field of obedience.

**Obedience**

**TOP OPEN CLASS**
Jenn's Wave of Destruction CDX RAE NA NAJ GN BN
RATO RATI
Jenn Kupish NP 30575301

**Rally**

**TOP NOVICE CLASS**
Rickett's LibertyNJustice Chases RI FDC TKI THDN CGCA
Tina Chase Sarah Beurkens NP 17494203

**TOP ADVANCE/EXCELLENCE CLASSES**
Jenn's Wave of Destruction CDX RAE NA NAJ GN BN
RATO RATI
Jenn Kupish NP 30575301

Top Veteran - Chairman Bonnie Stoney
To promote the exhibition of Veteran Chinese Shar-Pei in the Regional Shows, Specialty Shows and the National Specialty Shows, the points for these awards are tabulated solely on wins at those shows.

**TOP CSPCA VETERAN DOG- 2017**
GCH Margem's Bogart Here's Looking At You.
Owner: Fred & Sharon Diercks

**TOP CSPCA VETERAN BITCH- 2017**
GCHG Yu Kou's Keep On Luvn U CGC
Owner: Georgette Schaefer

Versatility Awards - Chairman Paula Perry
To recognize the Shar-Pei which have distinguished themselves in both the breed ring and in AKC recognized performance events.

**Versatile Shar Pei-VSP** – This is a title where the dog has completed requirements from any two areas. (Areas are Conformation, Obedience, Tracking, Agility, Therapy Dog, or Certification for other performance events such as Flyball, Herding or Hunting)

- Chases Blast From The Past RI CGCA CGCU TKI
  (17 Jul 17) – Tina Chase

- Jade East Let Me Be Your Hero CGC BN RN TKI ATD
  (19 Jul 18) – Kathleen & Lazara Corbett

- CH Jade East Bringing Home A Baby Bumble Bee CGC TKI
  ATD
  (19 Jul 18) – Kathleen & Lazara Corbett
Recognition Awards

**AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award** - By CSPCA Board of Directors. This award honors those individuals who deserve special recognition that have made a difference in the sport of purebred dogs, embodied the AKC Code of Sportsmanship, and have been an active and valued member of an AKC member club. (In any year that this award is not presented, the award for that year may be presented the following year.)

Name: Debby Theodore

**Canine Distinguished Service Award** - CSPCA Board To recognize those Chinese Shar-Pei that have performed some exemplary act that has significantly benefited a community or an individual. The act must be so significant that it would be defined as extraordinary.

None this Year

**CHIC Awards** - Chairman Cate Stewart
To recognize those dogs and owners that have completed the 5 required parts of the CHIC health program to be CHIC certified. The 5 health tests are CERF, patellas, thyroid, elbows and hips.

**R-Lee’S Nashville Road Trip At Furrows** - CHIC 80304
Breeder(s) – Pat Zimmel-Roach and Harry C Roach
Owner(s) - Susan Beck

**Stoneys Mercedes Power Play** – 129555
Breeder(s) – Bonnie Stoney
Owner(s) – Cat Mall
If you are not currently a member, you can find the membership application at www.cspca.com and click on CSPCA- Club Info. Under that button click on Join CSPCA.

CH Blackwitch I Saw The Light – 128758 (Star)
Breeder(s) – Denise Beagle
Owner(s) – Denise Beagle

GCH Blackwitch In It To Win It – 128212 (Winnie)
Breeder(s) – Denise Beagle
Owner(s) – Denise Beagle

Blackwitch Rusty Dusty Boy – 128213 (Toby)
Breeder(s) – Denise Beagle
Owner(s) – Denise Beagle

Epicsblackwitch You Can’t See Me – 129000 (Ghost)
Breeder(s) – Janice Sayce
Owner(s) – Denise Beagle

Asia’s Legacy Hey There Deliliah Blackwitch – 129001
(Delilah)
Breeder(s) – Alex M. Gonzalez
Owner(s) – Denise Beagle

Epics Blue Diamond At Blackwitch – 129119 (Saphire)
Breeder(s) – Brenda Cook Janice Sayce
Owner(s) – Denise Beagle Janice Sayce

Lifetime Membership- CSPCA Board
Periodically the CSPCA Board of Directors will honor a member of the club with a lifetime membership in recognition of outstanding service to the Club and the Breed. Any individual who has been a member for 20 consecutive years is eligible to receive a lifetime membership. Lifetime members may be nominated by any member of the club and submitted in writing to the CSPCA Secretary.

None this year

Membership Pins – Membership Chairman- Bob Calltharp
The CSPCA would like to thank the following people for their long-time continuous support of the CSPCA. Membership pins are award for continuous years of membership.

Twenty (20) Year Membership pins
Susan Beck
Joni Monnich
Shawn & Terry Faulkner
Douglas & Jeanne Schrantz
Adela Fritzinger
Deborah Sherrill, MD
Dennis & Francee Heun
Char Smullen
Jan Kolnik

Thirty (30) Year Membership pins
In addition to the 30 year membership pins, the members with 30 years of continuous membership will have their dues reduced to half price going forward from this date.
CSPCA NEW ROM SIRES & DAMS - 6/1/17 - 5/31/18

DOGS:

GCH Blurubein Aged To Perfection  7/30/17
Owners:  Joy S. Lockery & Rosie Steinke
Breeders:  Joy S. Lockery & Rosie Steinke

GCH Chaoyang Chick Magnet At Asia  9/23/2017
Owners:  Bonnie Berney & Helga Kamp
Breeders:  Linda Cosier & Lisa Lee Myers

GCH Lucky Wun Hillbilly Rock Star 12/10/2017
Owners:  Rosie Steinke & Rebecca Steinke Laing
Breeders:  Rosie Steinke & Rebecca Steinke Laing

GCH So-Fi’s Choice To Create Gossip  11/19/2017
Owners:  Loretta B Anders & Esmae Minne
Breeder:  Esmae Minne

BITCHES:

Good Fortune At Last  10/11/2017
Owner:  Grace Fritz
Breeder:  Grace Fritz

CH Jade East I Dream Of Jeannie  1/13/2018
Owners:  Roxana Valia & Clara Alma Palacios & Frances Smith
Breeders:  Rebecca Pentecost

Past Presidents - To honor any past CSPCA president after leaving office.

Cate Stewart
January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2017

Register Of Merit Certificates - Chairman - Pat Evetts

A ROM title is to honor the sire/dam who has achieved the required number of champion progeny required for the award. Males qualify when they have a minimum of ten get that have earned their conformation championship title. Females qualify for the title when they have a minimum of five offspring that have earned their conformation championship title.

Forty (40) Year Membership pins

When members have 40 years of continuous membership, their dues are reduced to $10 per year.

Oscar Ray Anderson
Bob & Marge Calltharp
Shirley Rafferty
Dawn Walling

Roy & Sue Anderson
Thomas Bedat
Jacqueline Boyes
Paula Burkholder
Brenda Cook
Anita Cox
Norman & Arlene Dannemiller
Lou Ann & Delbert Denison III
Ralph Hannon
Thomas & Joan Hickman
Roberta Libman
Rev. Bryan Timby
Kathy Torres

~~~
Valued Member Award: Chairman Cathi DiGiacomo
These awards are a way for club members to recognize the many individuals who contribute positively to our breed or club.

2017
Spring           Don Gillett
Summer          Deanna Liskey
Fall             Ann Cookson
Winter          Grace Fritz

2018
Spring          Trish Sullivan
Summer         Melissa Castillo

William W. Morison Award- Morison Award Winners
In 1995, the Chinese Shar-Pei Club of America, Inc. established a Service Award to honor William W. Morison who dedicated himself and his time to the betterment of the Chinese Shar-Pei and our National Club. The nominee must be an individual who has dedicated their time, talent and resources to the betterment of the CSPCA, Inc. This individual is one who has given to the club reliably and unfailingly over time.

Name: Rosie Steinke

Past winners of the Morison Award
1995 Dr. Linda Tintle           2004 Robert Hall
1996 Ann and Bert Hickman      2010 Alan Klessig
1997 Dr. Jeff Vidt and Lee & Romana Arnold 2012 Jo Ann Redditt
1998 Cathi DiGiacomo           2013 Beverly Wall *
2000 Dawn Walling              2014 Grace Fritz
2001 Jocelyn Barker            2016 Darlene Albright Wright
2002 Jo Ann Liestner *         2017 Deanna Liskey
2004 Robert Hall
2006 Jo Ann Liestner *         2010 Alan Klessig
2007 JoAnn Redditt
2008 Robert Hall
2010 Alan Klessig
2011 JoAnn Redditt
2012 Jo Ann Redditt
2013 Beverly Wall *
2014 Grace Fritz
2015 Darlene Albright Wright
2016 Deanna Liskey
2017 *Deceased

Rescue Awards- Trustees of the Chinese Shar-Pei Rescue Trust. These Awards are for recognition of service above and beyond the normal call of duty in rescue work.

Kathy Baily

Therapy Dog Recognition Award: Chairman Tina Chase This is to recognize those dogs that have earned an AKC Therapy Dog title and those dogs that have passed a therapy dog test in the past year. Note: Because there were no reports for 2015 we are recognizing those dogs that earned titles during that year as well.

None this year
We want to invite you to join us next year at the 2019 National Specialty Show

October 20-25, 2019

Courtyard by Marriott - Erie Bayfront
2 Sassafras Pier, Erie, PA 16507
Room Rate $101 per night + tax
Limited # of suites available- $149- $159
Reservations not accepted until late November 2018


Show site- next door at Bayfront Convention Center
1 Sassafras Pier

The CSPCA Board of Directors would like to thank all of the committee chairmen that volunteer their time to our club. We could not have a club without our volunteers. We know that everyone has a choice of how to spend their time and we are thankful for the people to choose to help this club run smoothly.

Thank you to the following Chairmen that helped us recognize the dogs and people that are our top achievers for the past year.

Agility Chairman - Paula Perry
CGC Chairman – Joni Monnich
CHIC Chairman - Cate Stewart (retiring)
First Awards Chairman - Sarah Beurkens
Futurity/Maturity Chairman - Jocelyn Barker
Obedience & Rally Chairman - Sarah Beurkens
Register Of Merit Chairman - Pat Evetts
Therapy Dog Chairman - Tina Chase
Junior Showmanship Chairman - Jan Kolnik
Top Bitch & Dog, Top Dam & Top Sire, Top Veteran Dog & Bitch Chairman - Bonnie Stoney
Valued Member Award Chairman - Cathi Digiacomo
Versatility Awards - Chairman Paula Perry
Slide Show- Paula Perry
The CSPCA Board of Directors would like to thank each and every member of the CSPCA for your support of our club. Your dues help us to sponsor all these programs. In addition to these programs the CSPCA also participates in the following:

- Sponsor, participate in and donate to health research.
- Promoting, donating and having fund raisers for the Chinese Shar-Pei Charitable Trust and Chinese Shar-Pei Rescue Trust.
- Provide Public Education through our website, through sponsored Breed Booths, and through our local affiliated clubs.
- Providing information on health issues and news both in the United States and Internationally.
- Support and Sponsorships for our Junior Showmanship exhibitors.
- Assist affiliated rescue groups.
- Provide competition for conformation and companion.
- Provide breeder referrals.
- Publish a magazine and newsletter which are included with dues.
- Provide information for breeders to improve practices.
- We highlight our heroes.
- The CSPCA recognizes and encourages participation in performance activities such as; obedience, rally, agility, flyball, tracking, herding, therapy, READ and other activities.
- We promote, encourage and reward health testing of our breeding animals.

CSPCA Board of Directors:  President: Georgette Schaefer; Vice President, Mike Barker; Treasurer, Lynn Olds; Secretary, Melissa Castillo; Eastern Director- Don Gillett; Central Director- Ann Cookson; Western Director- Mike Hardy; Directors at Large- Denise Beagle, Tammy Bohlke, Larry Harvey, Doug Hobbs, Barbara LaVere, Paula Perry